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IF BSGE WERE A MOVIE....
BY KARINA WESNER ’22
FEATURED STAFF

Compared to many schools, BSGE
and its community are pretty unique.
The classrooms are surrounded by
narrow hallways, the existence of
the cafegymatorium, stressed out
BSGE students and teachers, and

now an A-E rotation schedule. It’s
not impossible to imagine BSGE as a
movie. With so many diﬀerent quirks,
are there any movies that reflect us
or capture the essence of BSGE? To
answer this question, we asked members of the BSGE community.
“Have you seen Napoleon Dynamite?” (Peter Wilson). Napoleon
Dynamite stars an awkward and unpopular teen who helps his hispanic
friend Pedro, the new guy, to become
the class president.
Throughout the stories, he manages
to put up with a lot of stuﬀ like his
flirtatious, athletic uncle, Rico, who
he doesnt get along with, the school
jocks who bully him etc. to later
receive a standing ovation after performing what seems to be unimpressive dance skit by his Pedro.
There are several BSGE members
who suit certain roles well. In my interpretation, BSGE reflects the aspect
where Napoleon has nothing to prove
and puts up with all the work, just as
most of us will survive and make it to
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the end of the IB program.
Ms. Clarkson-Farrell gave several creative ideas such as “A cross
between the Wizard of Oz and the
Goonies. [BSGE] reminds me of the
Wizard of Oz, where they are various
people downstairs behind the curtain.
It’s almost magical the way things get
done…and the movie Up with the
boy, Russell and Mr. Fredricksen.”
Another great connection was “The
Beauregard [where the antagonist]
is themselves.” The movie is about
a new young scientist who plans to
challenge the strict, organized life
that school has created. Instead of the
school “Students expectations are too
high” (Mr. Sheridan and Ms.Tramontozzi).
We would also be like “Inside Out
because sometimes BSGE can be a
fun school but sometimes it can be
stressful and depressing” (Bhagat
‘25). The work and amount of sleep is
something many students can relate
to.
Despite these great connections,
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“we’re like our own movie”. This
begs the question, if we had a movie
or documentary what should we
include?
“We should showcase the art shows
and feature the conversations that
happen in the art room because it
showcases things they [the students]
are proud of and insecure of. “ (Ms.
Tramontozzi).
Themes we should include in our
movie according to the members of
BSGE are fantasy and the subconscious, exploring cultural identity,
nature and the observation, the bake
sales season, how the school goes outside for gym, concerts, the thoughtfulness, enthusiasm and exhaustion
in students.
Some honorable mentions by Ms.
Clarkson-Farrell are how Peter is
similar to Alastair Sims who played
Scrooge, the man who had no time
for festivities, in the 1951 version
of the Christmas Carol. Meanwhile,
Ms.Kumar should host her own
talk-show, “she’d be a great talk show
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host because she asks really good
[insightful] questions”.
According to Mr.Mehan, “Mr.
Heine, Mr. Frederick, Ms. Clarkson-Farrell and Ms. Nikkolos” and
more would be great references for
certain roles. BSGE is a place with its
own character. There are multiple
aspects that seem movie-like such as
“seeing the motion of people in the
hallway is cinematic” and “where
people are in a bubble” (Dr. Helfenbein, Mr. Mehan).
Movies are a cultural defining artifact. Since the new decade, several of
us have been looking back at not only
the past year but even before that.
When we look back at old movies and
shows, we can find trends that existed
in those times as well as their old
customs, lifestyle, and values. Because
BSGE is diverse and full of personality and trends that might only exist for
the next few years, we should make a
movie to look back on.

LADY STING FLIES OFF TO PLAYOFFS
BY ARTEMIS CHRISTOFORATOS
’22
JUNIOR EDITOR

BSGE’s girls’ basketball team, Lady
Sting, is headed to the playoﬀs, as it
completes one of its most successful
seasons yet.
Currently, the team has won eight
games, with the latest having a final
score of 37-17, sending them to the
playoﬀs, an improvement from only
winning four of fourteen games last
year.
Five of last year’s seventeen players
have since left the team, with two
out of five old starters graduating.
This has left a big change in the
team’s structure and environment.
“The team is very well-coordinated
this year,” says Lia Papafloratos ‘20,
co-captain. “I feel like we have a lot
more school spirit, and we want to
win, we have this desire to make
playoﬀs. Everyone’s just excited to
play basketball.”
There is a considerably greater
amount of younger players this year
as well, with over seventy percent of

the team made up of freshmen and
sophomores. Lorenny Ogando Perez
‘23, a freshman player, is hopeful for
the future; “I feel like we have lots of
potential, and I hope we can all grow
together,” she states.
However, the obligations of the
team has proven to be time-consuming, with up to four games a week,
starting as late as 6:30.
Even so, suﬃcient time management can help to be successful in
both basketball and school. According to Lia, who joined in the eleventh
grade, “The reason I didn’t join the
team the first two years was because
I couldn’t balance it out. I had too
much schoolwork and I wanted to
focus on my grades first.”
However, “in eleventh grade I
finally found a balance between
the amount of work I had and the
amount of time I should put into it,
and then what time I could dedicate
to the team.”
In her opinion, “you have to have
dedicated hours” to succeed. “You get
home late,” she states. “So maybe after

school, before you go to a game,
you can do homework.”
Overall, the advice that she
would give to people who are
thinking of joining is that “you
need to be very time eﬃcient,”
and that “you have to have a love
of basketball,” but also that you
need to be aware that you are
part of a team.
“You should be compassionate
and caring towards others,” she
claims. “It’s not only yourself
you need to improve. You need
to build with other people; you
need to lift as you grow.” The
team’s performance is especially
impressive taking into account
the fact that the team still lacks
a gym.
Currently, practices are held
at the Frank Sinatra gym in the
mornings, which they share with the
boys’ team..
Lady Sting basketball is coached
by Mr. Rabinowitz and Mr. Frederick, with Lia and Kyana Lam ‘21 as
co-captains.

For those interested in joining,
tryouts are held every October or
November, and are open to girls in
grades 9-12.
You can follow the Instagram

PERSONAL STATEMENT SPOTLIGHT: ALEXANDRA LEE
Common App Prompt: Discuss
an accomplishment, event, or
realization that sparked a period
of personal growth and a new understanding of yourself or others.

My legs itch. What’s the molecular
mass of sodium again? I curse my
cream-colored wool stockings for
prickling all the focus from my mind.
My grandfather sharply waves his
hand in a downward motion, and I
am suddenly aware of the awkward
flamingo stance I had taken on in
an eﬀort to scratch my leg. Embarrassed, I slowly lean over to itch my
calf properly, daring to look around
the gymnasium for the judges. They
are just two presentations away from
mine. Emily Schatz, standing to my
left, made a model of the human
brain using playdough and glue. Ryan
Coohill, one project before her, filmed

a movie about light refraction. My
flimsy cardboard tri-fold about the
solubility of salt seems like a fraud
more than ever. Out of the corner
of my eye, I see the judges shake
Ryan’s hand. One more left. “Sejinah!
Stand straight!” Grandfather’s foreign
tongue cuts. Smiling weakly, I rapidly
itch for a second longer and return
to my standing position, legs still
tingling.
The sweat that has collected at
the edge of my hairline begins to
run down my face in zig zag paths. I
feel the judges watching me present
my project, their two-dimensional
smiles only heightening my heart
rate. In a flash, it’s over. They shake
my hand limply and move on; they
have already unanimously agreed
that I would not be a finalist. Waves
of relief followed by indignity wash
over me. I disappointed Hadabaji, but

at least I never have to do this again.
“It go well?” he quickly trots over,
his broken English dripping with
enthusiasm. Turning away, I pretend
to fold my presentation, praying that
the tears welling in my eyes would fall
inconspicuously. “Let’s just go home.”
Hadabaji hesitates, his arms crossed
tightly over his chest. “Sejinah…” The
static of a microphone interrupts him.
“We’re ready to announce this year’s
Paramus Science Fair winners!” My
fingers tremble in an attempt to pack
faster. “...Second Place: The solubility
of salt in diﬀering temperatures of
water!” Disbelief flickers over my
face. Reluctantly, I look up. The wide
grin cracked over my grandfather’s
weathered face says it all.
“Second! Second place!” We head
to the car, Hadabaji rambling back
in forth between his language and
mine–his pride can’t seem to pick

one. I say goodbye to my friends in
passing, my hands clutching the fake
silver piece of plastic that continues to
taunt me. Hadabaji babbles on about
next steps–the county science fair,
and after that, the state competition.
A hollow feeling eats away at my
stomach. I stop walking.
“But I don’t want to.”
My grandfather turns around, his
hands frozen in animated motion.
“What do you mean you don’t want
to?” He shoots out in sharp Korean. I
wince, slowly explaining that the only
reason I participated was because of
his excitement. We continue walking
to his truck. A pregnant pause clings
to the air, the keys suspended around
his finger. As I climb into his beat-up
black Ford, he stares straight ahead,
talking to the windshield. My legs are
suddenly itchy again. “I thought you
like science. Like how mom and uncle

account of the team at @bsgeladystingbasketball, and make sure to come
and support them at their last few
games! Their complete game schedule
can be found on the PSAL website.

like science.” His reference to my
pharmacist mother and her computer
engineer brother stings. Fidgeting, he
turns to look at me. “You know that
Hadabaji want only best for you, but
sometimes I don’t...Hadabaji don’t…”
His English fails him, yet I know
exactly what he is saying. My hand
envelops his and I squeeze tight.
The drive home is silent, unspoken
mutual understanding taking the
place of conversation. Early springtime cicadas harmonize with the dull
hum of the engine. I sit forward to
scratch my legs–a bad habit at this
point. They no longer itch.
Alexandra Lee will be attending Vanderbilt
University through the POSSE Scholarship
($212,344)
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BSGE’S NEW ENVIRONMENTAL CLUB
BY ALBA SUAREZ ’22

FEATURED STAFF

As suggested by
the name, the BSGE
environmental club,
which currently
consists of about
10 members, wants
to make BSGE
more eco-friendly
and have as much
of an impact as
possible on the
climate crisis.
Mansha Rahman
and Dina Isakov,
the club leaders,
started Eco Sting as
a sub committee of
Helping Hands, but
anyone is welcome
to join. In fact, Tasnia Hakim ’22, the
newest club member stated, “My first
impression of the
club was that it is
very inclusive that
it aims to help the
environment and

those in need, and I
am looking forward
to bringing in new
and innovative
ideas for fundraisers that we can host
to help raise money
and awareness for
global issues.”
Thus far, the club
has had one successful bake sale,
and recently started
an instagram
profile, @eco.sting,
to spread awareness
on the issues they
are working on
to the rest of the
BSGE community.
According to
Dina Isakov, 2022,
“The main goal of
the club right now
is to raise money to
donate to the Australian bushfires.”
She also stated that
the club is working
hard to find the
best possible orga-

nizations that will
eﬀectively use their
donations towards
the wildfires and
those that have
been aﬀected by it.
The club is also
hoping to host
another bakesale
for the cause during
the Parent Teacher
Conferences in
March, due to the
success of their
previous bakesale.
Another possibility
for a fundraiser is
creating a raﬄe for
something like AirPods or a Disney
Plus subscription.
The club is not
only focusing on
fundraising, but it
is also focusing on
BSGE’s impact on
the environment.
According
to Dina Isakov,
2022, “The club is
planning a school

wide event and is
hopeful that we
will soon start to
volunteer for NYC
Parks as a club.”
If you are
looking for a way to
start making small
changes in your
community to fight
the climate crisis,
environmental club
is a good place to
start.
At the Winter
Concert, two club

representatives,
Mansha and Emilie,
raised over $115
for the Australia
wildfires thanks
to the generous
donations from the
BSGE community.
On behalf of the
club, thank you to
everyone who continuously supports
Eco Sting and other
eﬀorts to protect
the environment
before it is too late.

FLASHBACK TO OCTOBER’S PERIOD RALLY
BY HENRY TRINH ’21
FEATURED STAFF

Introduced this year, National Period
Day served as a means to talk about
menstrual health topics: the stigma, the
accessibility of products in institutions
and the accessibility of products in
diﬀerent communities.
On October 19th, protesters in New
York wore red outside City Hall Park to
bring awareness towards menstruation.
PERIOD. - the youth-run organization
- attempted to rally in all 50 states in
honor of the inaugural event, with the
intent of ending the Tampon Tax.
We must first emphasize that it is

2019. Why is it that 34 states continue
to implement a sales tax on menstrual
products on the basis that they are
luxury items?
Nadya Okamoto, the founder of
PERIOD., defines menstrual hygiene as
“a right, not a luxury.”
Globally, 2.3 million people live
without basic sanitation services and
in developing countries, only 27% of
people have adequate hand-washing
facilities at home (UNICEF).
We must account for menstruators
that are low-income or homeless, as
such stigma around menstruation
hinders us from observing so.

CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF

On January 10th, the
class of 2020 embarked
on the annual senior trip
to Honor’s Haven Resort
and Spa in the Catskills.
Accompanied by Margaret, Mr. Rabinowitz, Mr.
Mehan, Mr. Caccamo, Ms.
Beane, and Mr. Frederick,
students spent the weekend
forgetting IB obligations
and instead partaking in
activities from nature hikes
to fine dining.
Leaving BSGE on Friday
afternoon, students arrived
at a hotel surrounded by the
mountains, with a breathtaking view of the bare trees
and blue sky.
However, instead of
immediately venturing
outside, a group of students
began playing Just Dance.
Songs included Taki Taki,
YMCA, and I Like It.
Senior Abhay Bisht stated
that “playing Just Dance in
the auditorium on the first
day” was “his favorite part”
of the trip.
Following dinner, seniors
were serenaded by Arif
Akyuz during karaoke, a
regular favorite of the class.
Afterwards, everyone
gathered on the hotel’s golf
course at midnight to play
the annual game of Manhunt. In the dark, laughter
and shouts could be heard
as students ran around
looking for one another.
Saturday proved to be
the longest day of the trip,
as one senior stated, “it felt

like five days put into one.”
Starting the morning oﬀ
with eggs and no coﬀee
(while chaperones were
allotted some), the class
of 2020 piled onto school
buses and spent the next
few hours rollerskating. For
some, it was their first time
falling on their tailbone
while ‘80s music blared in
the background.
Mrittika Howlader stated
that while it “was an absolute horror show,” and she
“will never do [it] again,”
the roller skates provided “a
cute addition to her outfit.”
After racing against each
other in bouncy houses, the
class completed another
tradition of the trip: a two
hour hike. Lead by Mr.
Mehan and Mr. Rabinowitz, highlights of the hike
included taking pictures by
the highlights, and going on
swings in the middle of the
woods.
BSGE then broke tradition by coming in second in
the hotel’s annual scavenger
hunt, losing first place due
to the lack of a foreign coin
(which was later found
10 minutes after the hunt
ended).
Saturday night was then
spent eating ice cream
during a party thrown by
the hotel, while students
from Townsend Harris took
pictures in formal clothing,
as well as reminiscing on
the events of the day.
Paintball then took place
on Sunday, and event Bisht
called, “exciting but simultaneously tiring and also

painful.”
Despite the brevity of
the trip, it proved to be a
memorable bonding experience between students and
teachers. Mr. Rabinowtiz
stated that it was “respite
from everything that we do
here at BSGE.”
“It allows us to take a
couple of days and not
think about anything but
enjoying each other’s company. It’s a time for bonding
- teachers and students
interact on a more friendly
level.”
Reflecting on the environment, he stated, “It’s
also great in that we get to
spend some time outdoors.
Many of us are not used
to being outside when
we’re not surrounded by
buildings. Seeing people
who are used to the hustle
of the city not know how to
walk on an unpaved road
is eye opening. We live in a
gigantic bubble - and it feels
good to leave it - even if just
for a weekend.”

“It’s a time for
bonding
- teachers and
students
interact on a
more friendly
level.

”

BY KAILYN A. LOWE ’22
FEATURED STAFF

BSGE’s debate club is
one of our many pride and
joys that we share with the
world. Over the past 3 years
of the debate team, they have
won several awards for their
outstanding performance.
Only last year two former
sophomore debaters, now
juniors, earned 1st place in
the State Championships in
Junior Varsity.
However, the success has
only been possible due to the
hours members have put into
the club.
Along with the stress of
preparing a speech, many
debaters mentioned other
struggles that come with
being in the club. Anabel W.
’21 stated “Debate is very
stressful for me. It is like another class with the amount
of work you have to do and
the time commitment”.
Each debater described a
diﬀerent way of dealing with
their stress. Sophia R.’21

Due to the aforementioned stigma
PERIOD. aims to break, it is necessary
to understand that the “inclusivity of all
people - regardless of gender - is necessary in order to gain menstrual rights
for women,” even though cis-males do
not have periods.
This is why it “was great to see some
males going to the rally, showing their
support for women altogether,” Anna P.
‘21, Vice-President of PERIOD. states.
Likewise, the rally conveyed the true
meaning of self-love.
As PERIOD. member Aurisha R. ‘21
recounts, “many speakers focused on
self-love, and talked about how it’s not

SENIOR TRIP 2020 EDITION
BY LALLA-AICHA
ADOUIM ’20

THE UNKNOWN WORLD
OF A DEBATER
stated “If I feel prepared
for debate, then I would
mentally prepare by going to
my partner like, you know
what, we got this, our case is
good. Just hyping ourselves
up...and it’s not really about
wining ”.

“ It’s kind of like

pulling a band-aid
oﬀ and the best
thing you can do is
to make sure that
you have everything ready.

”

-LILY S.’21
As normal high school students here at BSGE, students
on the debate team must be
able to manage their time
between debate, school and
a social life. Gregory B.’21
stated “I usually set aside

attainable if many do not have access to
basic human necessities.”
But we still have much more to improve on regarding menstrual product
accessibility in institutions such as
schools and workplaces, along with
places that are far from the public view.
Even though we at BSGE have a PERIOD. Chapter, @Period.BSGE, we are
only attempting to serve our communities. Let’s go further on a global scale.

time specifically for debate…
and I’ll set an hour or two
every other day; it’s a little bit
of work over a long period
of time. It’s much easier to
manage that way”.
But don’t be discouraged
by their stress.
All of the debaters spoke
highly of their debating
experience. Many of them
spoke of the joy that they
feel when participating in
rounds, while others spoke
highly of the friends that
they have made from other
schools through debate.
“One of the best parts is
getting to meet other kids in
other schools,’’ said Lily S.’21.
The debaters also
acknowledged the strong
bond that the group shares
Sophia R.’21, “Knowing that
everyone else has that speech
to write really creates a bond
with the rest of the team”.
Good luck to the high
school debate team on their
upcoming debates, your
BSGE family is rooting for
you!

“It was great to see some
males going to the rally, showing their support for women

”

altogether
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INDIA’S MUSLIM CITIZENSHIP LAWS
BY FARAH TANTAWY ’22
FEATURED STAFF

In December of 2019, India passed a new citizenship bill that
only protects the rights of non-Muslim immigrants from the neighboring countries of Afghanistan, Bangladesh, and Pakistan.
The bill was spearheaded by the Bharatiya Janata Party, one of
the two major political parties in India.
Addressing concerns about the law breaching India’s International Convenant on Civil and Political Rights, home minister Amit
Shah said in October, “I want to assure all Hindu, Sikh, Jain, Buddhist, and Christian refugees, that you will not be forced to leave
India by the Center [government]. Don’t believe rumors. Before
NRC, we will bring [the] Citizenship Amendment Bill, which will
ensure these people get Indian citizenship.”

However, Shah fails to mention the Muslim people.
In December 2019, over 100,000 protesters marched in the southern Indian city of Hyderabad, chanting slogans against the new
citizenship law.
In response, on the morning of December 19th, 2019, the government cut mobile communications and internet access in parts of
New Delhi.
Reflecting on the recent actions of the Indian government, Muslim student Ashra Ali ‘22 states, “It’s sad that the world has come
to this kind of hatred being spread around, especially in a country
with such a great population of Muslims. It sucks.”
“It makes me recognize my privilege in America, especially in
regards to censorship of citizens. I’m able to speak my mind, and I
take that for granted a lot of the time”.
Mr. Rabinowitz, a humanities teacher at BSGE also states, “These

ETHNIC MINIORITY
DISCRIMINATION IN CHINA
BY KEHAPLOY KAMONPANYAKUL’24 &
JANNET PAWAR ’24
FEATURED STAFF

In November 2019, the New
York Times received leaked documents of internal speeches from
government oﬃcials suppressing
the ethnic minority. Many of
these speeches were about how
the ethnic minority in Xinjiang
must be reeducated in their
religion.
The ethnic minority that is
mostly targeted are the Uighurs.
The Uighurs are Muslim and live
in Xinjiang. Xinjiang is located
northwest of China.
But why would China want to
suppress Uighurs into camps?
This idea rooted back in 2014,
when Mr. Xi visited Xinjiang. The
press showed
him as an amiable figure,
chatting with the natives and even
wearing a traditional hat worn by
Uighur men. However, there were
also pictures of Mr. Xi inspecting
the SWAT team in Xinjiang. Both
display the message of a powerful
yet peaceful leader.
On the last day of his tour,
2 Uighur militants staged a
suicide bombing in Urumqi. The
bombing injured 80 people. Other
attacks before this were just as
violent. In one incident, militants
with knives killed 31 and injured
more than 140 people.
In the leaked documents, Mr. Xi
addressed private speeches about

how they should deal with terrorism. He said that “We must be
as harsh as them.” but never stated
the idea of camps the Uighurs
shall be in. Mr. Xi recognized that
terrorism is a big deal, and he
would not let go until terrorism is
erased from China.
In many news sites, Uighurs
have been shown as the victims
who are being bullied by the
government. However, after interviewing Ms. Xia, her opinion on
this matter was that if the Chinese
government is not bothered or if
the Muslims didn’t do anything
wrong, then there should not be
issues. She stated “I don’t think
that in general… as long as you
don’t try to go against the government, you can believe whatever
you want.”
The way that China sees it,
Uighurs are being diseased with
Islamic extremism. In order to
“cure” this, China has set up
camps where Uighurs are in
to educate themselves. In the
documents, the authorities were
instructed on what to say to the
students of Uighur families.
“I’m sure you will support
them because this is for their
own good… and also for their
own good.” With Uighurs taken
away, children cannot provide
for themselves. Authorities were
also instructed to say that the
government will pay for tuition,
food and
living costs. They were to look

aren’t isolated incidents whether it be years ago concerning the
Nuremberg Laws of Germany , or the set quotas on the number of
immigrants from the eastern hemisphere set by the US in 1924. It
isn’t just India, it’s everywhere”.
In a quick moving world which relies on the gradual increase of
acceptance within societies,
India’s new citizenship law only continues to exclude a religion
which has been the victim of Islamophobia for over a century, despite repeatedly emphasizing the basis of peace within the religion.

“ I’m able to speak my mind, and I take that for
granted a lot of the time”
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concerned and humane as possible.
The detention centers were
more active during 2016 when
Mr. Chen Changuo was elected as
secretary of the Xinjiang region.
According to an interview from
South China Morning Post,
Alfred Wu, an associate professor
with the Lee Kuan Yew School
of Public Policy at the National
University of Singapore, said that
‘“Chen understands stability is
what the top leadership wants
and he is able to deliver results,”
Wu said. “Despite criticism by
Western governments, Beijing
sees that Chen is doing a good job
in Xinjiang…”’
Many of the subjects taught in
these camps that are negative have
been denied by the Chinese government. However, many Uighurs
have spoken out about this.
Organizations such as the
United Nations came out with statistics of how many go into these
camps per year, human rights
organizations have spoken about
the conditions in these camps.

BY IVY GOMES ’22
FEATURED STAFF

Within just three days of
the new year, on January 3rd,
a United States drone struck
near the Baghdad International Airport under the
approval of President Trump.
This led to the death of
Iranian major general Qasem
Soleimani of the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps,
sparking outrage within
Iran and its people, as they
vowed for revenge against
the United States. Within
the U.S. however, teenagers
have created rumors and
memes about WWIII starting

because of the killing.
Posts on Instagram and
Twitter have revolved around
being drafted, occurrences on
the battlefield, etc.
However, some have felt
intimidated about the event.
Muhammad I.’22 says he felt
“scared and in the beginning
I thought the U.S. and Iran
might end up going to war,
so people might have to be
drafted.” This elucidates the
fear that showed to be unanimous when people were
legitimately asked about the
situation in a serious manner.
“There were many memes
posted about this incident

because people just want to
make something that could
be a reality seem less scary
than it actually is and the
only way people really know
how to do that is laughter
about it and make funny
comments about it” says
Muhammad I.’22.
On the brighter side,
although it is a petrifying
reality to consider primarily,
the outbreak of WWIII is
unlikely due to the powerful
military that the U.S. possesses. So for now, that fear can
be put to rest, although the
memes may continue.

“ I’m sure you will

support them because
this is for their own
good… and also for
their own good

”

THE VENEZUELA CRISIS
BY LINA RAOUF ’22
FEATURED STAFF

For the past 20 years, Venezuela has been
governed by the United Socialist Party of Venezuela(PSUV). The PSUV party was founded by
Hugo Chavez, who was also the president from
1999 to 2013.
After Chavez’s death, Nicolas Maduro
succeeded him and assumed the role of the
presidency.
This event alone was primarily responsible
for the enduring issues Venezuela and its people
face.
The United Nations came to the conclusion
that Venezuela’s government was “violating its
obligation to ensure its right to food and
health.” There are shortages of basic supplies,
electricity, medicine, and hospital staﬀ.
To put this dire situation into perspective, the
Venezualan Public Services observatory concluded that about half of Venezuela’s citizens that live
in the country’s seven major cities experience
daily blackouts and 75% live without a reliable
water supply.
The government has been unable to pay
salaries to millions of state employees. This is
due to the country’s overall inflation rate of
53,798,500% since 2016.
In contrast, the United States only has an inflation rate of 2.1%. This demonstrates the severity
of the economic crisis. One of the millions of state
employees, the Venezuelan top military general,
whom one would assume has a well-paying salary,
is ONLY paid $13 a month.
To put it into perspective, you can’t even buy
3 Starbucks drinks with that kind of money. So,
how can one be expected to make a whole living
oﬀ of this?
In December 2016, Venezuela showed resis-

tance to Maduro and his regime. The National
Assembly had a majority of seats from Maduro’s
opposition; the president was no longer in control of all bodies of government.
This was shocking to a man who had the
power of an entire country at the tip of his finger
for so long.
In response, Maduro created another body of
government: The National Constituent Assembly.
The seats in the assembly were filled with government supporters, ensuring Maduro’s control.
However, the leader of the National Assembly,
Juan Guidado declared himself as interim president in January 2019.
More than 50 countries, including major
global superpowers such as the United States,
supported Guidado.
This wasn’t enough for Guidado’s success, as
the military remained loyal towards Maduro and
blocked Guidado’s plans.
Currently, Maduro is still battling to take
control of the National Assembly.
Señora Africano, lived in Venezuela around 20
years ago and visited the country about 5 years ago.

“ There are 2 Venezuala’s, 2

completely diﬀerent realities
for the people living in the
same country.

”

Combining her experience as well as insight
from her family and friends currently living
there, she came to one conclusion: “There are 2
Venezuala’s, 2 completely diﬀerent realities for

the people living in the same country.”
Some people live a good life, going to the
beach and enjoying night outings. Most of these
people have a stable job, most likely associated
with a company. This is most certainly not the
case for all.
For example, Señora Africana recalls her
sister telling her that she rather stay home than
go outside, the risk was far too great. Many of
the conversations amongst her family members
consist of them telling each other to stay safe.
Gang activity in Venezuela is frequent. They
call themselves the collectivos or collectives.
Their name fits what they do, “collect” items
from innocent civilians.

Gang activity is so frequent that Señora Africano says people usually prepare in advance.
At traﬃc lights, gang members break windows
and reach into the car to grab expensive items
such as phones.
Señora Africano said that people keep a spare,
cheaper phone, in the side of their car for the
collectivos to take.
The UN thinks that the collectivos are working for Maduro. There is a pattern amongst their
behavior that suggests they target people who
express disapproval for Maduro.
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RuPAUL’S ABSOLUTELY SICKENING MONSTER BALL
BY ZAKI ZEREF ’21 &
ALEKSANDRA OMYLAK ’21
FEATURED STAFF

Calling all the monsters! This year, RuPaul’s
annual drag ball challenge brought out all the
spooks, cackles, and frights! Contestants of the
drag queen’s 13-time Emmy winning show had
to bring their best three looks for this challenge.
These looks pertained to three Halloween staples:
trick or treating, witches, and monsters. We’ll be
examining some of the most memorable looks
from the remaining 11 contestants, though not all
are known for the best reasons. Drag Race’s 11th
season truly brought some of the best and worst
looks in Drag Race “herstory” as it ushered in a
new era of drag talent. Now readers, start your
engines, and may the best woman win!
Challenge 1: Trick or Treater
For this ﬁrst category, the queens were asked to come up
with their best trick or treating looks suitable for Mama
Ru’s runway.
Shuga Cain from New York, NY

Shuga Cain’s troll look landed her in the bottom
two this time around. The look was inspired by
a Troll doll, hence the blue skin and hot pink
sequin attire. Unfortunately, this reference didn’t
translate on the runway, leaving the judges
confused and underwhelmed by the disconnected
elements of this trick or treater look.
Unfortunately, we have to agree with the judges. Understandably, Shuga’s look did not read as

troll on the runway, not to the judges nor to many
viewers. It seemed more like a trampy, misshapen
smurf! On top of the unrecognizable reference,
the overall look seemed unpolished. Shuga’s
make-up didn’t blend with her bodysuit. The silhouette of the costume was also very “boxy.” This
was a weak start for the runway of an outfit based
challenge. It’s deserving of her bottom placement
along with her later looks. With obscure references and a lack of elevated drag, Shuga was doomed
to be in the bottom 2, and up for elimination.
Challenge 2: Witch, Please!
The title says it all! This second category called for
witch inspired, praise-worthy looks, sure to stand
out from the rest of the coven.
Yvie Oddly from Denver, CO
As per the judges, this look received high placement. The judges appreciated Yvie’s approach to
the challenge, remarking that she was one of the
only queens who fully committed to the task.
Choosing to go with the stereotypical pointy
hat gave Yvie’s look a classic, polished feel. Her

signature eccentric drag on top of the traditional
witch concept made this look unmistakably Yvie’s
while staying true to the nature of the challenge.
This challenge in itself was up Yvie’s alley, and
she seamlessly delivered a neat, elegant look that
responded to the prompt very well. In reconstructing an age-old image with natural additions
of her own style, Yvie separated her look from the
rest. We especially enjoyed the white contacts and

..............................
..............................

gray wig; they provide a nice focal point in the
otherwise very dark look..
The other queens seemed to have to sacrifice their
own styles for the sake of the challenge, or tended
to not fully deliver what the challenge was calling
for by remaining true to their trademark styles.
Yvie found a middle ground that complimented
her very well in this challenge.
Nina West from Columbus, OH
Nina West is this season’s very own campy queen!
For this runway, she chose to pay homage to
Massachusetts’ own salem witch. Not only did she
looked the part, but she walked the runway while
playing up the character of a witch being burned
at the stake. The judges chose to place Nina as
safe this week, thus she was given no critiques for
all three of her garments.
We disagree, Nina had failed to shine in the

season’s previous runways up to this point, but for
this challenge she had elevated her performance
and proven herself. This look strays away from
the usual dark or nasty look that many of her
competitors chose to present. Nina West took this
Halloween challenge to present some campy and
comedic runways. Her looks were all polished,
much like this salem witch, and showed the
potential Ms. West had in strutting down the runway. She didn’t need to provide a more glamorous
or ghastly take on the category, but remained true

HOW THE MTA “UPPED THEIR GAME”
BY AMY ROJAS ’22
FEATURED STAFF

In recent months, the MTA has
stationed more police oﬃcers at subway
stations in an attempt to put a stop to fare
evasion. However, reports have shown
oﬃcers being disturbingly violent towards
people of color while enforcing subway
laws and regulations.
The MTA changes their worker policy
periodically to improve ongoing issues.
One of the major changes in 2018 was the
Manhattan District Attorney’s oﬃce’s decision to be lenient on fare-beating riders.
Of course, a simple ticket with no court
trial or oﬃcial charges would not be
eﬀective.
This led to Governor Cuomo announcing an increase in police oﬃcers at subway stations back in June and and more
people were caught this summer than the
summer of 2018.
This has resulted in protest over the
MTA’s increased enforcement. Recent
tweets expressed the rage of commuters
who think the loss of revenue due to fare
evasion is severely less important than the
crumbling transit system.
When asked if the enforcement was
needed, BSGE students agreed that it was
not.
Jennifer ’23 replied with an “I don’t
think so. It’s a “nah” from Anika ’22 and

a “the MTA sucks” from Karlotte ’22.
Karlotte also added “it’s so expensive and
the quality of the service is so bad”. Both
agree conditions are “disgusting” and
delays and bad signals “need to be fixed”.
Audrea ’25 commented that “adding more police oﬃcers is a bit much”.
However Zaedoen ’25, believes that fare
evasion is worth fixing because “a lot of
people doing it is not good.”
Most of those interviewed have never
seen such harassment by police oﬃcers
due to someone’s race but whether racism
is happening or not in these instances is
a definite “yes” from Audrea. Though an
MTA statement was released saying “All
MTA customers are entitled to fair and
equal treatment under the law”.

“ All MTA cus-

tomers are entitled
to fair and equal
treatment under
the law”

For Jennifer, who doesn’t take the train
often, it was diﬃcult to ponder on what
should be done to fix the fare evasion
problem. She ultimately answered with an
“I don’t know”. Audrea added,“The MTA
should lessen enforcement in order to
make other passengers feel safer”.
Besides less enforcement, Karlotte
believes “a less expensive fare” so “more
people will start paying it” would be a
more eﬀective way to stop fare evasion.
Zaedoen voices that the MTA should
also focus on “having more subway
clerks” alluding to the fact that people
who wish to buy a metrocard from a clerk
should be able to do so.
Overall, most of the students thoughts
are set on the MTA fixing actual transit
issues than their ever increasing loss of
revenue due to fare evaders of any kind.
I personally think the MTA should fix
these issues in a timely fashion since bus
services in Jackson Heights, where a good
chunk of us live, are being cut which
means more a higher chance of delays on
that lovely morning 7 train.

to herself in presenting a look to make many of
her fans and viewers laugh, or at least smile. In
this challenge, Nina deserved more than safe. She
could’ve won the entire challenge or at least taken
one of the high placements.
Challenge 3: Eleganza
To end oﬀ this season’s ball, the queens had
to make monster inspired looks on their own.
Mama Ru provided the treats while the queens
pulled the tricks, stirring up a frighteningly
elegant runway.
Brooke Lynn Hytes from Nashville, TN
Prior to this look, Brooke Lynn Hytes strutted the
runway in her pointe shoes, paying homage to her
career as a professional ballerina with companies
Cape Town City Ballet and Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo. The judges especially adored
this element of movement in her runway walk
and remarked that this last look was especially
enchanting because of how still and composed

she remained.
While this look was very well constructed and
executed, it was undeniably missing the “monster” factor. We think that just like some of the
other contestants, Brooke Lynn should have been
called out for this. However, the judges’ feedback
remained extremely positive, deeming that her
dancing and movement pushed the looks over
the top. While some of Brook Lynn’s looks were
rather eloquently presented, we don’t think she
should have won this challenge, simply because
her last look seemed to have been judged at a

..............................
..............................
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MARVEL: IS IT WORTH THE HYPE?
BY ZAINAB HAMID ’23
FEATURED STAFF

Marvel movies have touched the
hearts of fans of all ages and backgrounds. However, despite its record-breaking success, there are still
some
who remain indiﬀerent and see no
value in the movies.
With upcoming movies, such as
The Black Widow, and The Eternals,
one question gets frequently asked: Is
Marvel Worth the Hype?
Recently, one of Hollywood’s most
influential filmmakers (with credits
such as Taxi Driver and The Irishman),
Martin Scorsese, stated that these films
are nor real cinema.
“They seem to me to be closer to
theme parks than they are to movies as
I’ve known and loved them throughout
my life, and that in the end, I don’t
think they’re cinema”.
Despite statements such as these,
Marvel movies remain popular
amongst BSGE community members.
Mujevic ‘23 who has been a Marvel
fan for “as long as they can remember,”
stated, “I disagree with his statement
because the actual definition of ‘cinema’
is a theatre where movies are shown for
public entetaintment….however, I do
think that the MCU doesn’t hit as well
as it did before.”
Korsun ‘23, a Marvel fan since Iron
Man 3 defended the franchise, pointing
out its storytelling capabilities.

“Cinema is supposed to be about
amazing creativity and achievement
right? I think Marvel accomplished
this. Their characters are thoroughly
thought through with deep plots and
their ability to create whole new worlds
in the movies is quite amazing”
Based on how many Marvel fans
reacted negatively to Scorsese’s comments, the question of whether or not
Marvel is overhyped is brought up.
Mujevic said, “I don’t think Marvel is
overrated but it’s definitely popular.
There’s a diﬀerence.
Just because something is extremely
well known doesn’t mean it doesn’t
deserve its popularity.”
“I think Marvel has a lot of hype
around it, but it’s earned it over the
years,” said Korsun.
Even with its 10+ years worth of
movies, and the Infinity Saga being
completed, there was still a consensus,
those interviewed agreed that Marvel
should keep on working.
Mujevic stated, “No, I don’t think
Marvel should’ve stopped after
Endgame. There’s so many diﬀerent
characters and most of them have their
own movies and multiple ones at that...
Although I do think crossover movies
like Endgame or
Infinity War should pause for a while.”
And it wasn’t just the students who
think so either. Some teachers who are
Marvel fans think the same way as well.

AREPAS CAFE REVIEW
BY AMY ROJAS ’22
FEATURED STAFF

The Arepas Café has been proclaimed
as the best Venezuelan restaurant in
New York City. Located at 33-07 36th
avenue in Astoria, the cafe is known for

its rich Venezuelan cuisine.
Alba Suarez ‘22 and I visited the
restaurant for lunch Tuesday November
5. “There are a lot of flags,” Alba said,
referring to the cultural representation
in the cafe.

FULL HOUSE VS. FULLER HOUSE
BY BIRASHREE SHAH ’21 & ANSHA HAMID ’21
FEATURED STAFF

Whatever happened to watching
Full House on T.V.? Danny, Joey and
good old Uncle Jesse? How do I send
myself to their world? Somebody
please tell me because everywhere I
look, everywhere I go, I see people
talking about the spin-oﬀ.
Full House is an American sitcom
created by Jeﬀ Franklin. The show is
about a widowed father named Danny
Tanner who convinces his
brother-in-law Jesse Katsopolis and
best friend Joey Gladstone to help raise
his three daughters, D.J., Stephanie,
and Michelle in his San Francisco
home. It aired from September 22,
1987 to May 23, 1995, broadcasting
eight seasons and 192 episodes.
Fuller House is a spin-oﬀ of the
beloved show. It is centered around
D.J. Tanner-Fuller, a widowed mother
of three sons, Jackson, Max, and
Tommy. Her sister Stephanie and best
friend Kimmy Gibbler, along with her
teenage daughter
Ramona, live together at the Tanners’
childhood home in San Francisco.
The original cast is primarily the
same, either as regular cast members
or in guest appearances, along with
some new characters, with the exception of actresses Mary-Kate and Ashley

Olsen, who alternated in playing the
role of Michelle Tanner.
The show is currently shooting its
fourth season and has been airing on
Netflix since 2016.
Though the original and the spinoﬀ have various diﬀerences, their
similarities are easy to spot. One such
similarity is the Tanner house; after
twenty-nine years, the show depicts a
modern version of the house in which
D.J., Kimmy, Stephanie, and their kids
now live in.
The nostalgia brought by keeping the setting consistent works in
the show’s favor, as it helps old fans
reminisce on memories of the original
show.
Another similarity between the two
shows is the protagonists’ disheartening backstories. The storyline of the
spin-oﬀ parallels that of the original
show, but the spin-oﬀ has D.J. replace
Danny as the single parent who is
raising her kids with assistance from
Stephanie and Kimmy. Just like her
dad, D.J. initially struggles with the
newness of being a widow and a
single parent. Over time, however, she
learns and teaches the audience life
lessons through the comradery shared
between the Fullers, Tanners, and
Gibblers.
“Although I am a fan of both shows,
I like the original better, as I think it
is an honest classic. Full House was a
funny, yet emotional show. The show

Mr. Wolov who has been a Marvel
Comic fan since junior high school,
stated, “No...They’re entertaining.
So, no they shouldn’t [stop making
movies].”
Returning to the issue of its popularity however, when asked if Marvel
is actually, Mr Laskowski stated, “No.
I think that superhero movies [have
finally] gotten to a point where they
could be sort of highly respected and
they’re not just silliness and sort of
comedy the way it was in the early 70s
and 80s where really the movies were
just a venue to tell these sort of silly
jokes and dress up in funny costumes.”
A testament to this is the critical
acclaim of Joaquin Phoenix in Joker.
While not a Marvel movie, it showcased the critical potential that superhero movies can have.
Overall, it can be said that Marvel
fans actually don’t think of Marvel as
overhyped and some might even say
that Marvel actually deserves the attention and should continue on making
movies. As for Scorsese’s comments,
again many Marvel fans that were interviewed disagreed with the director’s
statements.
Marvel movies and superhero movies in general aren’t meant to be perfect
or complex but rather entertain the
audience and teach them integrity and
honesty.

The overall appearance of the restaurant is cozy and welcoming to anyone
who walks in. We were greeted by a
waiter in a timely fashion and were presented with menus and lunch specials
pamphlets.
We ended up ordering a Jugo de Parchita (passionfruit juice), Toddy (proclaimed Venezuelan chocolate shake), a
mini platter of fried appetizers, and an
Arepa Pabellón Pernil.
Our drinks and food arrived in a
span of ten minutes. My “Toddy” was
served in a jar. It was more like frozen
chocolate milk but nonetheless delicious and stayed cold the entire time I
was at the restaurant. On her passion
fruit juice, Alba commented that it
was “very organic and natural.”Our
mini platter of appetizers included
three mini empanadas, mini cachapas,
tequeños, and four pieces of fried yuca.
The middle of the platter had a tasteless
white sauce, however, the pink sauce
made up for it, as well as the tube of
spicy green sauce.

tells you how an abnormal family
can overcome normal everyday life
problems. It was very easy to fall in
love with the characters on the show.
My favorite character was Stephanie,
as she always made me laugh and just
seemed like the person I’d want to be
friends with. This was a very nostalgic
show and I still watch it sometimes
when I’m bored or have nothing else to
watch.” says Ashra Ali ‘22
If you’re into classic 20th century
American family sit-coms, Full House
is a great option. But if you’re into a
more recent sit-com or you’re looking
for a show to binge-watch on Netflix
instead of doing your homework, Fuller House is a good choice too.

“ Although the humor

was a bit cheesy at times
with the show being
family-friendly, you were
always guaranteed a good
laugh.

”

Each mini empanada was diﬀerent;
one was filled with cheese, another with
chicken, and a third with beef. To Alba,
the beef empanada “was lacking” as
“there is nothing else in it,” she “was let
down” by its flavors.
I also thought the other two were
better. When we had Mini cachapa, or
corn cakes, we enjoyed the squares of
melted cheese they contained. We both
enjoyed the pieces of yucca since fried
yucca is arguably the best yucca.
As we dug into the Arepa
Pabellón Pernil, we immediately loved
the savory flavor of the pulled pork. To
Alba, it was a plus that “the meat isn’t
raw.”
The sweet plantains found at the
bottom of the arepa brought a sweetness that balanced the savory flavor
amazingly well. As the hour went by,
we realized that the mini platter was
a lot of fried food and cheese and that
the arepa was huge with a lot of filling,
making it impossible to finish.
Though a visit to the restaurant is not

a short one, one can spend their lunch
period here if they would like.
However, our order amounted to
almost $30 so it’s not ideal for most students who don’t work and want cheap
eats. There are many dishes that accommodate to people’s dietary restrictions,
there are vegetarian, vegan and, even,
gluten-free arepas.
The waiters are friendly and willing
to satisfy their customers’ wishes.
I personally think this restaurant is
one of the many around the neighborhood that produce amazing food. I also
think it serves as an appropriate place
to either talk with friends or enjoy a
meal with family. Overall, we had a
great time and Arepas Cafe is a great
place to satisfy all your guilty pleasures.
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HOW DISNEY CHANGED THE ROLES OF PRINCESSES
BY JAMILAH ARAF ’25
FEATURED STAFF
Disney has upped its game when
it comes to female empowerment,
and damsels in distress are no longer
appearing on the big screen.
In the 97 years of its existence, Disney has undergone significant changes.
From Snow White, a woman who
needs a true love to save her at 14, to
Megara in Hercules proclaiming, “I’m
a damsel, I’m in distress. I can handle
this. Have a nice day!”
This quote from Hercules, released
in 1997, marked a turning point in
Disney’s viewpoint on women, redefining the “damsel in distress” trope.
When considering Disney’s new
treatment of women, BSGE student,
Shanice M. stated “No, I don’t think
a man needs to be involved because
women are always in distress … women, we can get through anything and
we don’t need a man.”
Shanice is right. A damsel in
distress does not need a man because

a damsel in distress really means a
women (damsel) struggling (distress).
No part of that phrase says that a man
is needed, and Megara clearly points
this out with this classic line.
Mulan, released soon after, built
oﬀ on this idea, showcasing a woman
fighting in the place of her fragile
father.
Although Mulan is based on the
poem “Ballad of Mulan”, it may remind
you of something you heard on the
news, or it may be something you did
not even know.
Lots of women fought in wars
only men were supposed to, such as
Joan of Arc, and the 400 women who
disguised themselves as men to fight in
the Civil War.
This means not only do kids get to
see a role model in movies, they see
some in real life. But how good are
these role models? Doesn’t this prove
men are only accepted in certain fields,
or does it show women can do just as
much as a man?

Patricia P., ‘20 thinks that both messages are revealed in this movie saying
“It definitely does show that men are
accepted in certain fields but it does
also show that women can do as much
as a man can in any field they want to.”
A recent milestone in Disney history
was the 2016 release of Moana, showcasing the first “princess” with no love
interest.
She is a great model for little girls,
and even older ones. It teaches girls
to be brave, to fix her mistakes, to do
what’s right, and to follow your heart.
Parents and students can all agree on
her being a great role model.
Shanice M. stated that
“Moana .. she is more strong and
confident and she doesn’t need a man
… once you save the day you’re the
princess.”
Disney has not fully removed love in
the Disney plots, but is that a problem?
Apparently not, according to Shanice
M.
She says that “I’m fine with it … I

feel like for our kids … don’t go oﬀ a
disney movie … they’ll think … I wanna have a king and you don’t always
need a man”.
In conclusion, “ you can see the

complete diﬀerence from back in the
day to modern day princesses.” said
Shanice. Women are very powerful, do
not need help or love from a man, and
you can do anything you dream of.

WHY AMERICA NEEDS ANOTHER PRESIDENT OF COLOR
BY ELLA HOFFMAN ’24
FEATURED STAFF

Initially, the 2020 democratic presidential primary was the most racially
diverse in history. Now, the top tier of
candidates is entirely white
Top candidates of color found themselves stuck in the single digits during
polling, in contrast with white candidates such as Warren, Biden, Sanders,
and Buttigieg.
Yet radical change in our nation’s
leadership may be just what the country needs right now.
The current president is limited in
his views as a rich white male, and the
election of a person of color would
change that.
Many of the candidates have been
struggling over the “electability” factor,
one that many feel the white candidates
have overcome

that candidate is the best suited for the
job.
In reality, a person of color would be
better suited for the job.
Often times they grow up in lower
income communities, and have experienced firsthand what many laws do.
Of the nonwhite candidates that
have a polling average higher than 1%
(Gabbard and Yang), both have had
nontraditional childhoods. Yang is
a child of immigrants, and Gabbard
was raised in a community that was
homophobic and sexist.
Candidates that have experienced
firsthand what these laws do have
experiences that shape their responses,
and cause them to serve the people
first. So, someone like Trump, who was
raised aﬄuent, puts large corporations
at the top of his agenda, rather than the
average person.

While some people may favor a
specific candidate, they become hung
up over the fact that they are a person
of color.
However, the people that were interviewed for this disagreed on this point.
“I think that it’s not really about what
people actually think about a candidate, or their race.
It’s more of ‘who do I think other
people will vote for.’” Camilla H ‘24
said. “When people say things like, ‘oh,
they’ll lose’ it’s because they can’t really
imagine someone that’s outside of the
norm.’”
Often times, people begin to think
of the amount of media coverage as
electability. Candidates get caught in
the news cycle. If the pundits and analysts believe someone’s electable, they’ll
tell the news. Then the papers publish
a story, and it reinforces the idea that

People seem to forget what Obama
did in oﬃce and how his childhood
shaped him. He grew up in several
diﬀerent communities, and dabbled
in drugs and marijuana when he was
younger.
As president, he helped roll back
punishments for drug possession,
and instead focused on reforming the
system to place oﬀenders in treatment,
not incarceration.
While not every person of color
grows up in a lower class community,
those that do oﬀer a more in depth
look at issues that higher class whites
have only read about.

SOCIAL ACTIVISM: IS USING SOCIAL MEDIA ENOUGH?
BY ARTEMIS
CHRISTOFORATOS ’22
JUNIOR EDITOR

In recent years, it has
become more and more apparent that when participating in social activism, a large
portion of people’s priorities
seems to be centered more
around the act of public support of a movement rather
than the movement itself.
A testament to this is the
protest on September 20,
where thousands of students
and adults flooded Battery
Park to protest for climate
action from world leaders.
That day, my social media
accounts were flooded with
post after post of people at

the protest, calling for environmental awareness. Yet,
many were by people who
used plastic water bottles
every day and stubbornly
ignored the existence of the
recycling bins in the cafeteria.
Activism in itself is
admirable, and social media
is an excellent way to raise
awareness about social issues.
The goal of raising awareness
is to stop more people from
contributing to these issues
in order to prevent the progression of such problems.
But merely posting about the
topic is not enough. Besides
being something that can
easily be ignored by a simple

swipe, at times it may not
include the information necessary to get people involved
in the movement.
Millions of students call
for change, holding signs
that they will throw out the
next day, carrying plastic
cups of water from Starbucks,
spending most of the day at
a nearby mall and only stopping by for an hour for a free
chance to see musical artists
perform.
They tag post after post on
their Instagram stories and
call themselves activists, but
how many actually put in the
eﬀort it takes to recycle or to
cut down their plastic use?

“It’s more dangerous
to think
something is being
done than
knowing that nothing
is being done. ”

WHY I FELL IN LOVE WITH THE NOSTALGIA OF DISNEY PLUS
BY LALLA-AICHA ADOUIM ’20
CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF

“Dooby dooby dooba, dooby dooby
dooba, A-gent P.”
The classic James Bond-esque theme
song fills up my apartment, my sister
and I singing along as Perry the Platypus punches in a door to a very evil
scheme by Dr. Doofenshmirtz. By the
third day of our Winter break Phineas
and Ferb binge-watch, it felt as if I was
seven once more and had never heard
of IB.
Like many others of our generation, I grew up watching the Disney
Channel. On the occasions that my
family had cable television and there
was no football game on, my sister and
I would spend hours watching sitcoms
such as “The Suite Life of Zack and
Cody,” still unbothered by the obvious

fake audience laughter.
On times when we did not have
cable, we would get up early Saturday
morning, letting syrup spill onto the
floor as our tired eyes watched these
shows on ABC.
Despite my love for them growing
up, they were quickly abandoned once
I moved beyond elementary school,
becoming a mere memory. Now, I only
think about them when my friends and
I reminiscence about our childhood,
or when a meme pops up on my Instagram explore page (Question: How do
you lose a woman?)
When the world-dominating corporation that is Disney announced their
plans to launch a streaming service, my
first thought was not of these shows,
rather (like the average BSGE student),
“Wow, another thing that I could procrastinate with.”

During the winter break, I decided
to get the free trial, believing that it
would be a great way to re-watch classic Disney movies such as Hercules,
Mulan, and Tangled. What I did not
sign up for however, was the trip down
memory lane that I ended up taking.
Scrolling through the list of titles, the
moment that I saw “Phineas and Ferb”
and “The Suite Life of Zack and Cody,”
my mind traveled back to the days
when I would just laugh to the nonsensical logic and awful jokes that plagued
these shows.
Even though I am 17 years old
and headed to college in 9 months, I
decided to spend the next few days
being a child again. At first, it was
awkward, especially since this followed
me watching episodes of “Shameless,”
“Game of Thrones,” and “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel,” but it was incredible

how fast I began to find those childhood sentiments once more, and let
myself just laugh.
The more I watched, the more that I
started to appreciate these shows more,
from some of their witty one-liners, to
the surprisingly depressing life story of
Dr. Doofenshmirtz.
Eventually, I broadened my Disney
horizons, going back to re-watch
long-forgotten shows such as “The Emperor’s New School,” as well as classic
1950s movies like “Alice in Wonderland,” realizing that I am the Mad
Hatter and not the Queen of Hearts as
my seventh-grade self wished to be.
I was utilizing the magic of technology, opening the vault of a time period
that was lost to me.
Five days in and I was in Disney
World, my days were filled with scrolling through Disney+, realizing how

awful of a movie High School Musical
actually is, and yet still knowing 40%
of the words in the songs.
It was freeing how calm and relaxed
I felt. Having spent the last six years of
my life at BSGE, my life has been nonstop stress, HI, IA, presentations, EE,
stress, every student’s worst nightmare
from A-Z. A part of me felt guilty for
how calm and childish I felt, but life is
short, and I was living the childhood I
always wanted: watching Disney with
the fun-knowledge of being “grownup,” and eating all the popcorn I could
buy.
As Tom Robbins wrote in a book I
heard Mr. Rabinowitz talking about
one day, “It is never too late to have a
happy childhood.”
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BEING PLUS-SIZE IN SOCIETY TODAY
BY MANSHA
RAHMAN ’22
CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF
Over the last decade or so, being plus-size
has become much easier due to the integration
of a broader range of clothing sizes sold in
stores and online.
Society puts an enormous amount of pressure on women to be skinny, have a tiny waist,
and be able to fit in a size small. In reality, a
significant amount of women in the USA wear
sizes 14-18.
Being plus-size has become more acceptable in society but there are still quite a few
issues around it. It’s becoming more normal
that people are size 18 and up, but yet it is
still considered plus-size? Yes many stores do
have plus-sized clothing, and it’s great that it’s
becoming more accepted and more acknowledged but why is it still a whole other section
online and in stores? Why does plus size
clothing have to be in another section when
shopping online?
Many stores do a great job at promoting
their plus-size options when it comes to advertising and modeling. Old Navy and Fabletics
are just two examples.
Old Navy not only advertises the fact that
they have clothing from sizes 000-3XL but
they also often have 2 models of two diﬀerent
sizes from both ends of the spectrum for many

clothing items.
Fabletics also does so for a majority of their
clothing pieces. There is usually an option asking if you want to see how the clothing fits or
looks on other sizes, which is great for people
who are plus-size or even for people that are a
lot smaller.
Some stores have one size fits all clothing,
but if you’re plus-size or even just larger than a
medium, then you will know that the “one-size
fits all” clothing is bulls***.
Sometimes they’ll fit someone who is 2XL
but sometimes stores, such as Brandy Melville
have only clothing that “fits size small”
Also, one common issue that all women
deal with is sizing from stores to store. You can
easily be a size “large” or even a “medium” but
some stores make all their sizes so small that
you find that you are 2XL or even a 3XL which
can make women incredibly insecure.
This is especially common when trying to
find jeans or dresses. Some people find that
in some stores, they are a medium or a large,
a 14-16 but in some stores, they are size 18 or
even a 22, which is absurd,
Although, being plus-size can also be hard
for men. There is limited advertising when it
comes to advertising for plus-size males.
Yes, stores do have men’s plus size clothing
it’s just not as advertised as much as it is for
women. Some stores, like American Eagle

Outfitters, do advertise for plus-size men’s
clothing.
If you go to the store in Queens Center
Mall, you can see that they have charts with
male and female models for all diﬀerent sizes
in their jeans sections.
In my opinion, being plus-size needs to be
normalized in society and no one should be
shamed for it, whether they are female, male,
or neither.
Stores also need to do a better job of
advertising and creating plus-size clothing for
men and need to acknowledge that they do in
fact, exist.
Also, I feel like it would make everyone’s
life just a little bit easier if all brands used a
universal sizing chart and started to use it at
all stores.
Though stores need these improvements,
they are still doing a great job at breaking the
standards for women and men everywhere
and it will hopefully be even better in the
future.

“being plus-size needs to be normalized in society and no one should
be shamed for it, whether they are

”

female, male, or neither.

ONLY A TRUE DISNEY FAN CAN SOLVE THIS
ACROSS
1. The tiny dragon that broke the other dragon
2. Kelsea Ballerini came out with this song in 2016
9. These characters think that Elvis was a model citizen
11.The only dwarf with no lines
12. “Small”
13. A type of pasta and a character in Ratatouille
DOWN
1. Lasko has been photoshopped into a popular BSGE meme
of this character
3. The BaccRag believes this is a planet but it’s actually a dog
4. Bought a cabin full of wooden bears
5. Has a (maybe) crush on Buzz Lightyear
6. A mixture of red and blue, but it’s also a flower!
7. Has a rivalry with a white stallion and 2 bearded men
8. “Hi I’m ____ and I have short-term rememory loss”
10. A popular dish in the UK is “fish and ____s”
12. Was one of Walt Disney’s first characters to be developed

~ANSWERS ON PAGE 8~

GRANDMA JENKINS HAS RETURNED!
Hello all, my name is Grandma Jenkins, if you’re new at BSGE, then you must not who
I am. I’m a little old lady from Atlanta, Georgia who writes an advice column for each
BaccRag issue! Students ask their questions and I answer!
How to deal with suicidal thoughts?

This is quite the touchy topic, all I can say is, if you’re feeling suicidal
over something stupid like a friend making fun of you, a bad grade,
or maybe even over a relationship that didn’t go well, then remember
this: you WILL get through it, you will look back on this time in your
life and be so glad that you got yourself through such a hard time. I
felt extremely suicidal when my boyfriend of so many years dumped
me in the early 40s. I thought I’d never find love again, but then I surrounded myself with my friends and family, people who I knew loved
me. And I am so glad I got through it, or else I would have never met
my wife, Dorothy. She was an angel and I’m so glad I met her, because
I don’t think I would have got through everything without her which
brings me back to how glad you will be when you live through it.
You are so loved, and so special, if you don’t feel like it, then remember that I do. I love you and I am 100% sure someone else does too. In
all seriousness, speak to a trusted adult, like a guidance counselor or
even a parent.

THE NATIONAL SUICIDE HOTLINE IS:
1-800-273-8255

How do you deal with friends that back out
of everything?

Well, sweetie, it depends on the situation. Are they leaving you out
of everything, or do they make plans and then bail? I would avoid
friends who seem to bail out of everything y’all plan. I would also
try my best to confront them, ask them why they can’t hang this
once, or if they’re trying to avoid you.

I’m sorry that I couldn’t do much this time ‘round but not
many people ask me questions anymore and it makes me
a little sad. I’m debating whether or not I should continue
on, if y’all want me to, please ask questions and I will be so
happy to answer ‘em.
With love, Grandma Jenkins <3

Why does school suck so much?

Oh boy, I bet this is coming from an IB student, You know what, just
remember there is a light at the end of the tunnel (and no that light
is not hellfire). After IB, there is prom, memories that you’ll make
with friends and of course, your graduation. Do not forget that it will
be over, but also remember to cherish it. Create memories with your
friends, you will never get these years of your life back and all you
students are just so young. You don’t want to back on high school and
just see misery and sadness. Cherish the little things, the jokes your
friends or teachers make in class that makes you all laugh, the weird
high school memes (have y’all seen the meme of Mr. Laskowski on
that little green man LOL now that is hilarious), and the times afterschool where you and your friends are just having fun and can’t stop
laughing. Life is short, and when you die and your life flashes before
your eyes, make sure you enjoy what you see.
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CROSSWORD (answers)
ACROSS
1. MUSHU
2. PETERPAN
9. LILOANDSTITCH
11.DOPEY
12.MINNIE
13.LINGUINI
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12. Your Song by Elton John
13. Wait for Me from Hadestown
14. Why Do We Build the Wall from
1. Mr. Brightside acoustic version by Hadestown
(Run River North)
15. Tiny Dancer by Elton John
2. Ophelia The Lumineers
16. Collar Full by Panic! At the
3. Falling by Harry Styles
Disco
4. Golden by Harry Styles
17. Crazy = Genius by Panic! At the
5. Tenerife Sea by Ed Sheeran
Disco
6. Social Cues by Cage the Elephant 18. Im Gonna Be (500 Miles) The
7. All The Pretty Girls by fun.
Proclaimers
8. The Pina Colada Song by Rupert 19. Cmon by fun. And Panic!At the
Holmes
Disco
9. Hooked on a Feeling by Blue
20. Carry on my Wayward Son by
Swede
Kansas
10. Your Song from Moulin Rouge! 21. Babydoll by Dominic Fike
11. Your Song from Rocketman
22. Animal by Sir Chloe

THE BACCRAG'S PLAYLIST

23. Maniac by Conan Gray
24. I Dont Like you by Grace
Vanderwaal
25. Generation Why by Conan Gray
26.Crush Culture by Conan Gray
27. Seasonal Depression by mxmtoon
28. Somebody Else by The 1975
29. Its not living if its not with you
by The 1975
30. Out On The Town By fun.
31. We Didn’t Start the Fire by Billy
Joel
32. If I Could Tell Her from Dear
Evan Hansen
Want to listen to this playlist? Find it
on Spotify at “BaccRag Jan. 2020”

DOWN
1. MIKEWAZOWSKI
3. PLUTO
4. MERIDA
5. JESSIE
6. VIOLET
7. FLYNNRIDER
8. DORY
10. CHIP
12. MICKEY

Student Art Corner:
Novaleen Aranyawikul
@novasartidk

